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•
NEW DRUG METHOD YIELDS
HIGH CURE RATE FOR COMMON
CHILDHOOD LEUKEMIA
ACUTE Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL)
is the most common form of childhood
leukemia. Approximately 2,200 children
will be diagnosed with leukemia each
year, and 1,800 of them will have ALL.
Leukemia occurs when millions of ab-

normal, immature white blood cells,
specifically known as lymphocytes in
ALL, escape into the circulatory
system. These abnormal cells crowd out
normal white blood cells, red blood cells
and platelets, making it impossible for
the body {Q fight infection, prevent
anemia and control bleeding.

patients will go on co live 60 or 70 years
so we wanted to avoid drugs with high
races of second malignancies or long-
term effects to growth," says Civin. The
drugs that met this criteria were the
drugs that were already being used,
methotrexate and f-mercaptopurine
(6MP).
Typically, a child diagnosed with ALL

will receive one month of chemotherapy
to obtain a remission. Once in remis-
sion, he would begin two and a half
years of maintenance therapy to prevent
relapse. Oncologists know that when

Curt Civill, M. D.



The cure rate for ALL has been 50 they achieve a remission, the patient is
percent for the last ten years. While 90 99.9 percent free of leukemia cells.

~~"p-=e"'rcentof me children Jagnose·d~:'::\:'::vi~lI:;b-=e-~~·~it~oC=ut:=m:'::a:'::intenancetherapy, that .1
brought into remission, half of them will percent of remaining cancer cells can
relapse. Unfortunately, when ALL reproduce and cause a relapse.
recurs, it is usually fatal. "Merhorrexare and 6MP are the best
Researchers here, in conjunction with drugs available for maintaining remis-

those at the Uruversicyof Wisconsin, sion" Civin says. They already knew that
have demonstrated in a recent study of both drugs could penetrate the blood
59 ALL patients between ages one and brain barrier and believed that ad-
ten that they can increase the cure rate ministering higher doses of the drugs
to 90 percent. This new therapy is most over longer periods would kill more
interesting because they are using the cancer cells and reduce the number of
same drugs that have historically been relapses.
given to prevent relapse in ALL In the previous maintenance therapy
patients, but administering them the children would take one rnerhotrex-
differently. ate pill per week and one 6MP pill daily
Beginning the study was not an easy for two years. With the new therapy, im-

decision for these physicians. "To a cer- mediately after the child is in remission,
rain degree we were prisoners of our own he is admitted to the Oncology Center
success. We were curing half of the pa- ro receive a 24-hour, high-dose infusion
rients, so we could not justify of methotrexate and an eight-hour infu-
substituting the existing treatment with sian of 6MP. This treatment is repeated
a highly experimental and possibly more every two weeks for a total of 12
toxic therapy in an attempt to help the courses. "'Wewant to hit the growing
other half; says Curt Civin, M.D., direc- fraction ofthe leukemia cells, let the
tor of pediatric oncology here. normal cells recover for two weeks and
To improve upon the existing therapy, then hit the leukemia cells again; Civin

it was first necessary to determine why it explains.
failed in 50 percent of patients. They Four years later, 94 percent of the
came up with three reasons: (1) the children who received this new therapy
drugs were not being absorbed properly are still in complete remissions and have
by the body or were being metabolized had no complications. The most serious
so quickly that they never got a chance effect of therapy was mouth sores which
to do their job; (2) the leukemia cells occurred in few patients.
were not exposed to the drugs long Still, it is not without its problems.
enough; and (3) leukemia cells were Patients who were previously treated as
hiding in places within the body known outpatients now had to come into the
as sanctuaries, which have a protective Center to receive their therapy, more
component known as the blood brain than doubling the cost of treatment. In
barrier that does not allow many drugs addition, precise timing of the therapy is
to pass through it and attack the cancer crucial, requiring the cooperation of the
cells. patient's family and entire medical staff
Second, they had to find drugs that to be carried out properly.

could combat these three problems The continuous trips to the hospital
without causing increased toxicity to the were very difficult on families, and in
patients. ~ significant number of our light of current national problems with
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health care reimbursement, the high
cost also required consideration.
However, the therapy was so successful
that they were reluctant to tamper with
it. "It is difficult to make changes when
you are curing essentially everybody,"
Civin says.

They felt they could administer lower
doses of the drugs on an outpatient basis
but continue the long exposure by hav-
ing the patient take the methotrexate in
pill form every six hours for 24 hours
and receive a six-hour infusion of 6MP
in the outpatient clinic. Tissue cultures
from the S9 patients treated in the study
indicated that long exposure to the drugs
was more important than high dosage,
and while this new procedure would
decrease the dosage, long exposure'
would be maintained. The researchers
believe this will uphold the effectiveness
of the therapy but reduce the cost and
make it more palatable for patients and
families.
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Still, caution is the byword. "With
ALL, the first treatment is our best
chance of cure. If we don't get it then,
we are probably not going to see a cure.
We don', have a good backstop therapy
when treatment fails. If we did, it would
make it a lot easier to experiment; says
Civin.

These cautious steps may save the
lives of thousands of children. Civin
notes, "At many institutions, a SO per-
cent cure rate would have been ade-
quate. That is what distinguishes places
like the Oncology Center from others.
For us, SO percent was our benchmark,
we won't let ourselves do worse, but we
are determined to do better-and we
have~.


